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Abstract 
Annual Rodeo and Campdrafting (cow or bull / steer control) contests have grown in popularity in rural areas around the world, 
particularly in the US, Europe, Mexico and Australia.  Bull-riding and horse-riding contests, and horse and steer roping events are often 
spectacular and keep large crowds enthralled.  Various types of equine events also provide opportunities for horse breeders, cattle farmers 
and horse trainers to demonstrate advanced horse control and steer guidance skills.  In a ‘Cutting’ contest, the horse must prevent a single 
cow from returning to its herd by intercepting it and blocking its path for the longest possible time within competition rules.  In a 
‘Campdrafting’ contest, the horse-rider must guide or force a single steer to follow a specific course or pathway by making the steer move 
around two or three fixed points and through a gate.  Even after a short amount of training time (typically even just a few minutes), steers 
(bulls) tend to tire easily and end up stopping or sitting down to rest.  Horse trainers find this problem frustrating and need better and more 
reliable methods to help train their competition horses over much longer periods of time, to give their horses an edge over their 
competition.  This paper describes the development of several different types of robots that can be used for preparing horses for 
competitions, namely, the ‘Cutting’ contest (steer blocking) and the ‘Campdrafting’ (or steer-control) contest.  Both of these types of 
equine contests will be described along with the mechatronic designs and control methods for remote controlled prototypes that have been 
built for training horses for such events.  Development problems have been experienced and proposed solutions are also described, along 
with recommendations for future fully-autonomous designs which promise better control and performance.  Other farming and 
agricultural uses for this type of technology are also discussed briefly. 
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1. Basic principles of Cutting and Campdrafting events 
The process of a bull or cow (beast or steer) being ‘cut off’ or isolated from a herd of bovine is known as ‘cutting’.  It is 
the job of the ‘cutting horse’ to separate cattle from a herd for the purpose of conducting health checks, performing 
vaccinations, castration, or singling out a beast for slaughter.  The sport of ‘cutting’ originated in the American West around 
the late 1800’s [1] and the first cutting horse competition was held in Haskell, Texas.  Due to the growing popularity of the 
sport, groups of horse owners established a set of standard rules and regulations and in 1946, the NCHA (National Cutting 
Horse Association) was founded to organize nationwide cutting competitions across the US.  Figure 1 shows a brief 
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summary of the ‘cutting’ process.  In general, one or more judges each give a score on the horse-rider’s performance based 
on a number of factors such as horse independence and autonomy, herd work, time of cutting or how quickly the steer can 
be guided into a holding pen.  Displaying loose reigns usually earns big bonus points for a rider (i.e. the less the rider 
controls the horse, the higher the score)  [1]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Cutting procedure for isolating one beast from a herd 
 
 
 
     The rules of the sport of cutting vary in different parts of the world and guiding a beast to a holding pen (Fig. 1(d)) is not 
always involved.  In general, the main job of the cutting horse is to (1) Prevent the isolated beast from returning to the herd, 
and (2) control or guide the beast to the holding pen (which is often a timed contest).  In pure cutting contests, the longer a 
beast is ‘cut off’ or isolated from the herd, the more points can be earned.  In some countries, points are awarded to riders 
who can keep a beast isolated for a minimum required time and bonus points are given for good horse autonomy and safe 
cow handling.  Penalty points are deducted if the horse makes physical contact with the steer or pushes it, because such 
moves are very risky and potentially unsafe for the rider and the animals involved. 
     Good cutting horses need much training to become adept at controlling the isolated steer, anticipating the next move of 
the steer and blocking its return path to the herd.  Developing such skills to competition levels typically requires many 
months of training by human riders.  Some of the most basic skills of a cutting horse are: (1) remain face to face with the 
steer; (2) back off a few steps when the steer stops or turns, draw back on its hocks, rotate and face the same direction that 
the steer is facing; (3) run to block the return path to the herd, intimidate the steer into stopping or turning back; and (4) 
avoiding physical contact with the steer while remaining close to it.  Horse riders train their cutting horses through careful 
leg movements, foot kicks and reign pulling, until horses gradually learn such cow control movements automatically.  
Figure 2(a) shows how a steer must be controlled to finish a ‘Campdrafting’ course. 
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     ‘Campdrafting’ is a unique competition that was started in Tenterfield, Australia, in 1885 [2].  In order to guide the 
steer’s direction, the horse must stay on the outside bend of the desired path, without colliding.  The steer will naturally try 
to avoid the horse or attempt to run away out of fear, therefore, it is imperative for the horse to remain close to the steer at 
all times to prevent the steer from leaving the desired path.  In Fig. 2, the thick grey curve is the desired path of the steer and 
the dashed (discontinuous) curve is the path of the guiding horse.  The winner is the rider who guides the steer over the full 
course to the ‘Gate’ in the shortest time. 
     A very important objective for the rider is to avoid colliding with or making physical contact with the steer as this can 
easily lead to serious injuries for the rider and the animals.  However, if the rider and horse remain too far from the steer, the 
steer’s actual running path may deviate too far from the desired path (thick grey curve), making it impossible for the rider to 
regain ‘control’ of the steer, because the steer can never be ‘guided’ to run around the next peg in the course, or it cannot be 
forced through the final gate.  When this occurs, the rider is said to have ‘lost control’ of the beast and the Campdrafting 
round is over for that rider. 
 
2. State-of-the-art in remote controlled horse-training equipment for cutting 
 
     Cutting and Campdrafting horses need regular training in order to become more autonomous or independent from the 
human rider.  In the sport of cutting, bovines become exhausted after a few minutes of being repeatedly blocked and 
intercepted by the horse, and hence, they end up stopping and sitting on the spot.  Even if new steers are isolated and used 
for training, the previous resting or sitting steers take up valuable space in the training area and become annoying obstacles 
for the cutting horse to avoid.  Hence, a better solution was needed to train cutting horses for much longer periods of time. 
     Horse-trainers resorted to using a cable-driven remote-controlled cutting training system (often referred to as a 
‘Mechanical cow’) consisting of a moving effigy (dummy or model) of a steer, typically driven by a cable and pulley 
system attached to a variable speed bi-directional electric motor.  Several ‘top views’ showing the states of such a system 
are shown in Fig. 3.  The effigy is usually a flag or a water-proof model of a cow, with a flexible, bendable body.  Figure 4 
shows the ‘top views’ of a typical cable-driven cutting trainer system.  The different states of the effigy are shown in 
chronological order, going from right to left to right and left again.  The effigy is attached to the front wire rope (or cable) 
while the back end of the effigy is attached to a loose ring that is free to slide over the rear wire rope.  Hence, the entire 
effigy of the steer is suspended or carried by both front and rear sides of the driven cable. 
 
 
 
 
  Fig. 2  (a) Typical ‘Campdrafting’ course    (b) Rider controlling a steer 
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Fig. 3.  Top views of a typical ‘cutting trainer’ system based on a single-loop cable and pulleys driven by a single variable-speed bi-directional motor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  (a)  Effigy 1 being pursued;  (b)  Effigy 2:  full-size cow model;    (c)  Effigy 3 supported by rail platform 
 
 
     Several different manufacturers, like ‘CowtracTM’ [3]  and  ‘ProCutterTM’ [4] , specialize in selling remote controlled 
cutting trainers based on the cable-driven system in Fig. 3.  In order to avoid excessive cable sag, bigger, heavier and more 
life-like effigies (dummy steers) require stronger supports than two cables stretched over a long distance, like a platform 
that rolls left or right along two rails, as shown in Fig. 4(c).  Typically, cutting horses need approximately 20 to 30 metres of 
running distance to build up sufficient speed comparable to that of a real-world steer.  Cable sag and acceleration 
performance worsens the longer these systems become due to greater mass of the wire-rope (cable) and more deflection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)  Effigy moving left  (front cable moves left, back cable moves right through loose ring) 
(b)  Effigy stopped 
(c)  Turning to face right  (effigy body bends) 
(d)  Effigy moving right  (front cable moves right, back cable moves left through ring loop) 
(e)  Effigy stopped 
Effigy only attached to front cable (Head side) 
(f)  Turning to face left (body bends) 
(g)  Effigy moving left again 
Tail always lags behind, or follows, movement of the Head 
Rear hangs on a loose ring 
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     Typically, near the pulley wheels on opposite sides of the system, end-stop switches are placed to detect the proximity of 
the effigy (on the front cable side).  These are used to force immediate stoppage of the drive motor to avoid collision with 
the pulley wheels or they can be used to trigger a complete reversal of movement for the effigy.  This speed controlled, one-
degree-of-freedom motion control system is usually controlled by a radio control mounted on the horse-rider’s wrist.  
Simple remote controllers only come with one speed setting and three controls, namely, ‘Move left’, ‘Move right’ and 
‘Stop’.  More sophisticated radio controls provide additional variable speed control, or extra buttons to incrementally 
increase, decrease or immediately adjust the motor’s speed.  On many motor control boxes, a ‘Ramp’ knob is used to adjust 
how abruptly the effigy accelerates and stops.  It can be set for new slower colts (effigy will accelerate smoothly and coast 
to a stop) or it can be set for advanced horses (effigy will accelerate more abruptly and stop ‘hard’).  Other functions such as 
motion recording and playback are also available on the more expensive models, but for most horse trainers, the manual or 
thumb-activated remote control is still the most widely used method for controlling the cow effigy (while riding the horse). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.  (a)  CowtracTM controller [3];  (b)  Pro CutterTM hand controller [4];  (c)  Pro CutterTM control box  [4] 
 
 
 
     Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show examples of manual radio controllers strapped to a rider’s arm.  These types of controllers 
contain radio transmitters that send digital control signals up to several hundred metres to a control box, like the one shown 
in Fig. 5(c), which contains the radio receiver and motor controller.  On the underside of the control box in Fig. 5(c) is the 
output shaft with the drive pulley attached, and some spring-loaded cable tensioning pulleys.  Such training systems are 
usually sold in kit form and are assembled on-site by the user. 
3. Rail-based cutting trainer designs employing mechatronic engineering technologies 
     In 2007, John Billingsley (at the University of Southern Queensland or USQ, Australia) developed a new type of robotic 
cow, called the ‘Railcow’ [5], for cutting horse trainers (who were clients of the NCEA, or National Centre for Engineering 
in Agriculture, Australia).  Figure 6(a) shows a fibreglass shell effigy of the ‘Railcow’ mounted on a sliding platform that 
moves along two rails.  The platform is similar to a railway carriage that can move left or right on two parallel rails (which 
forms a long ‘track’ for one-dimensional movement).  This design eliminated the need for long cables and pulley wheels.  
DC electric power was supplied through the two rails to drive two brushed electric motors (one 150W motor to drive the 
carriage and one small motor to rotate the effigy using a central rotating mast or vertical shaft).  An AtmelTM ATmega8535 
microcontroller was used to control two H-bridge circuits and detect sensor and remote control signals.  The ‘Railcow’ was 
also remote controlled using a three-button hand-held radio controller, similar in design to a conventional ‘garage door 
opener’ or ‘keyless car entry’ remote controller, having a range of about 100 metres.  The horse-rider did not have to always 
manually control the movement of the effigy and could let the ‘Railcow’ operate fully autonomously.  Figure 6(a) shows a 
surprisingly heavy fibreglass (composite) cow effigy.  Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show the layout of the rolling platform.  The 
actual drive motor and wheel was originally from an existing electric scooter product.  The carriage is about 1 m long with 
an overall width of about 0.5 m. 
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Fig. 6.  (a) Railcow effigy;      (b) Carriage side view;              (c) Carriage front view;   Reprinted with permission [5] 
 
 
     This robot was successful at implementing all of the actions of a standard cable-based cutting trainer system (like the 
kinds shown in Figs. 3 and 4) under manual control.  It was also able to demonstrate additional ‘bovine behaviour’ (such as 
autonomous ‘drawback’), variable speed control (trickle speed or crawl movements prior to fast flight) and automatic 
turning and fleeing in response to the proximity of a horse.  If the horse is able to successfully ‘cut’ or overtake the effigy, 
IR (Infra-Red) light sensors on the carriage could detect the nearness and relative position of a horse’s head (which emits IR 
light), causing the effigy to stop, rotate and flee in the opposite direction like an evasive cow.  IR beacons or transmitters 
were positioned on the head of the horse (mounted on headgear with a small battery pack), so IR signals could be detected 
by the carriage IR sensors.  If the horse was seen to be ‘ahead’ of the carriage, the carriage would turn to change direction (a 
successful ‘cut’).  If the horse is seen to be behind the carriage, the carriage (and effigy) would accelerate (flee).  The hand-
held remote controller for the ‘Railcow’ was modified by the author.  A three-button keypad was built as an extension from 
the radio controller and was strapped to the horse-rider’s pointer finger.  These three buttons could be used to activate 
different operating modes for the ‘Railcow’ (such as diagnostic / testing mode, manual control mode or fully automatic 
mode) and allows the rider to adjust various settings, control variables (such as maximum speed, acceleration, etc.) or even 
play back one of many different ‘training routines’ where each routine is a pre-recorded sequence of cow motions. 
     The ‘Railcow’ proved to be successful in achieving all its desired functions and the controller behaved predictably in 
early field tests, although very serious problems became apparent after several weeks of testing.  Mechanically, the first 
‘Railcow’ design was very heavy (about 32 kg in total, including the weight of the motor and effigy).  The platform (or 
rolling carriage) for the first ‘Railcow’ prototype was simply ‘overdesigned’.  It was far stronger and far heavier than was 
necessary for this application.  It was made with too much steel, using many thick iron plates and large steel tubes welded 
together.  The motor was also underpowered for the carriage (rated at about 150 W) and could not achieve high acceleration 
rates.  The carriage was not designed and built by a degree-qualified mechanical engineer who could have optimized the 
design for minimum weight and minimum components.  No roller or ball bearings were used for the plastic supporting 
wheels, therefore, friction was significant between the wheels and their axles, thus wasting power.  Also, very lightweight 
corrosion-resistant materials (such as aluminium or non-corroding metal) were not used, therefore, the steel track suffered 
from some rust due to exposure to rain and morning dew (condensation).  After several weeks of testing on rails (tracks) that 
were left outdoors constantly (exposed to all the weather elements), the ‘Railcow’ would often stop unexpectedly on certain 
portions of the track and would not respond to the horse-rider’s remote control signals.  This was a constant source of 
disappointment for the clients since they wanted a 100% reliable, high-performance (high speed, highly responsive) training 
system suitable for low-cost mass production and worldwide sales. 
     Further funding for this project was provided by the clients in a final attempt to build a much lighter, more responsive 
(faster accelerating) version of the ‘Railcow’ for commercialization.  Hence, ‘Railcow 2’ was designed and built by the 
author in early 2010 over a period of approximately 200 hours over a span of about 3 months.  This version of the ‘Railcow’ 
used a much more powerful 300 W brushed DC motor for the small main drive wheel.  A small rubber drive wheel attached 
directly to the DC motor shaft (which is internally supported by high-speed roller bearings) eliminated the need for a 
gearbox and additional power transmission components.  The entire carriage was designed for minimum weight (using thin-
walled aluminium tubes) and the fewest number of necessary wheels and components were employed to provide smooth 
and stable linear movement of the platform along the rails, while ensuring the carriage would only experience one degree of 
freedom (one translation in the direction of the rails) without any body rotations.  A total of seven skateboard wheels (each 
fitted with 2 deep-groove ball bearing units) were used on the carriage to keep rolling friction to a minimum.  Four wheels 
were mounted vertically, while three wheels were mounted horizontally.  The rubber drive wheel had a small radius and was 
mounted directly onto a hub fixed to the motor’s shaft, hence, heavy, bulky and costly gears and belt drive power 
transmission components became unnecessary.  The DC motor’s shaft was supported by two deep-groove ball bearing units 
and the motor body itself was bolted directly onto the aluminium frame of the platform (or carriage) of Railcow 2. 
Spring-loaded rolling 
brass wheels make 
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supply DC power 
Rails 
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          Fig. 7.  (a)  ‘Railcow 2’ with effigy;  (b)  Rotating mast allows 90° effigy rotation;    (c)  Back view of ‘Railcow 2’ carriage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Fig. 8. (a) Controller with radio receiver;         (b) Main control board (ATmega8535);  (c) H-bridge for 300W brushed DC motor 
 
 
 
     The entire mechanical structure of ‘Railcow 2’ was drawn and dimensioned completely and accurately using 
AutoDeskTM AutoCADTM.  All structural members were made entirely of thin-walled aluminium tubes, angle sections and 
thin flat plates that were bolted together as modular structural components which could be disassembled and reassembled, 
making maintenance and replacement of wheels or worn out parts very easy.  The entire weight of the carriage was reduced 
to approximately 8 kg including the weight of the motor and the effigy, which was a very lightweight modified plastic 
‘inflatable pool toy’  (see Fig. 7(a)).  This represents a total weight saving of about 75% compared to the original ‘Railcow’.  
A different 4-button radio controller was implemented and its receiver module was interfaced to an AtmelTM ATmega8535 
microcontroller which was programmed using a high-level BASIC language compiler (BASCOM-AVRTM ).  This controller 
was designed to mimic and expand the features of the first ‘Railcow’ that was built by John Billingsley in 2007.  An 
optional caliper-type bicycle wheel brake can be added to the ‘Railcow 2’ frame to achieve rapid stopping.  Such a brake 
can be activated using a short-stroke linear actuator or solenoid to clamp the brake pads against one of the rails, however, 
due to serious test problems encountered (to be described next), the brake option was not implemented in ‘Railcow 2’. 
     ‘Railcow 2’ worked reliably and predictably on a lab bench when connected to a bench-top power supply, but in the 
field, it encountered the same kinds of problems that ‘Railcow 1’ experienced, namely, poor current conduction through the 
metal rails and the brass wheels which made contact with the rails.  Not enough current was being conducted on all parts of 
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the track, especially the tracks that were stored outside for many months.  On some ‘clean’ or uncorroded sections of the 
track (the portions of track that were stored or kept indoors), the carriage would move predictably and perform reliably, with 
very high acceleration rates.  A very serious reliability issue for both the ‘Railcow 1’ and ‘Railcow 2’ prototypes was 
corrosion and contaminants which developed on the galvanized steel rails, thus hindering the flow of current to the motors.  
Some rust and dirt (caused by the wind or cutting horses) would build up on the two conducting power rails for the track 
sections that were left outdoors for long periods of time.  This tended to restrict power supply to the motors and control 
circuits and is the most likely reason why both Railcow prototypes failed to achieve reliable long-term operating 
performance on tracks that were kept outdoors.  This serious problem can be solved if on-board rechargeable batteries (like 
Lithium cells) are used to power the motors when the brass wheels fail to conduct adequate current.  Hence, onboard 
rechargeable batteries can be constantly recharged on good or clean parts of the track and they can supply extra power to the 
motors on the corroded or dirty parts of the track which do not conduct current well.  Thus, the batteries do not need to be 
the primary source of power and hence do not need to be manually recharged if power is always provided through the two 
rails.  Railcow 2 could even draw all of its power from the onboard battery power supply, without relying on any rail power. 
4.  Mobile robots for horse-training 
     Cable-driven horse training systems are suitable for training only basic Cutting skills, but they cannot be used for 
Campdrafting training.  Most training systems exhibit common disadvantages.  Variable speed and acceleration control of a 
cable-driven effigy is not something that has yet been implemented on a portable hand controller, although the technology 
to do so is available.  It is also tiring and demanding for a rider to keep pressing buttons on a radio controller while stopping 
or changing direction on a moving horse, therefore, research effort was focused on making the job of the horse trainer 
simpler and easier.  The first practical alternative to the conventional cable-driven cutter training system was the ‘Robocow’ 
[7], developed by Mr. Jason Stone, USQ Australia, during 1995-1997.  Robocow was essentially a 3-wheeled, 2 degree-of-
freedom (or 2 dof) mobile robot that could drive smoothly over fairly level or flat ground like a tricycle, plus, it could also 
rotate on the spot about the midpoint between its rear wheels, clockwise or anti-clockwise.  Figure 9 shows a lightweight 
cow effigy, made from bent wire and cloth, mounted on the top of a tricycle platform.  The robotic tricycle was driven by 
DC motors (a 300W wheel driving motor and steering motor) and was powered by 2 x 12V lead-acid batteries.  Some 
bovine-like behaviour was programmed into the ‘Robocow’, such as the ability to automatically ‘draw back’ (move 
backwards a few steps) before turning, just like a real steer, and the ability to return to a ‘home’ point or a fixed starting 
position for recharging the batteries, using odometry sensors and a map-based navigation and localisation method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9.  ‘Robocow’ built at USQ by Jason Stone [5] 
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     Two prototypes of the ‘Robocow’ tricycle design were built and tested by Jason Stone.  The final prototype was 
controlled by a standard 2-joystick Radio Controller or RC (the kind of RC used to control model aeroplanes).  A video of 
its performance can be seen on YouTubeTM [6].  Robocow was successful at removing the task of controlling the effigy 
from the horse-rider, however, it did have its limitations and problems.  It was not completely autonomous because another 
human operator (not the rider) had to manually control most of the general movements using the radio controller.  The dual-
joystick radio controller was too large, cumbersome and awkward to be operated by a horse-rider.  Also, the orientation of 
the horse-rider is always changing relative to that of the bovine’s direction, which makes it difficult to manually control the 
‘Robocow’ while mounted on a moving and turning horse.  There is also a high risk of the ‘Robocow’ colliding with and 
injuring the horse and its rider.  (In fact, a prize-winning competition horse typically sells at over $70, 000 AUD each.) 
     In field trials, the ‘Robocow’ was successful at performing all of its basic maneuvers on solid, fairly-level ground.  In 
most cutting training environments, the bare earth ground is full of holes and deep pockets where horse hooves compact the 
soil.  Unfortunately, Robocow’s performance was quite slow on rough ground and undulating surfaces (with deep pockets 
or holes) because the drive motor and front wheel were underpowered and both needed to be much larger in size to 
overcome large holes and bumps.  Robocow was poor at accelerating over rough ground.  Its wheels needed to be much 
larger in diameter with a much wider tread, to avoid getting stuck or bogged in deep holes.  Robocow’s lead-acid batteries 
also provides a very limited top-speed operating time of about 30 minutes, after which performance degrades significantly 
and an 8 hour recharge becomes necessary, therefore, replacement batteries are needed for longer training sessions.  
‘Robocow’ was a successful ‘proof of concept’ prototype, however, due to these aforementioned mechanical problems, its 
high development cost and the need for another human to manually remote control the vehicle, it did not become popular 
for training competition cutting horses and it did not go into mass production.  Unfortunately, it also lacked sufficient 
sensors and control software to make it fully autonomous and useful for Campdrafting training.  Adding machine vision, 
real-time 3D scanning and/or GPS navigation would allow the robot to ‘behave’ more like a fearful, skittish bovine, able to 
instinctively react to all the movements of a nearby horse, and attempt to seek refuge by fleeing towards a herd of cattle. 
     In 2008, the author supervised two French exchange students, Ms. Maëlle Lagarde and Mr. Arnaud Esteve, who both 
visited USQ for 8 months to work on a final-year mechanical/mechatronic engineering project to build ‘Cowbot’ [8].  The 
objective of this project was to develop a mobile horse-training robot that could move effortlessly over very bumpy rough-
terrain, especially over the kinds of rough, sandy, hole covered surfaces at cutting horse training sites.  Time to finish this 
project ran out before a GarminTM GPS guidance module could be used by the robot control software, however, successful 
remote-controlled speed and steering control was achieved for the ‘Cowbot’ prototype shown in Fig. 10(c).  ‘Cowbot’ was 
controlled by an embedded AtmelTM AVR ATmega2560 chip.  This vehicle is powered by a single bi-directional speed-
controlled 500W DC brushed motor.  It features a custom designed position controlled steering system which uses a PD 
feedback control algorithm and a linear potentiometer as an angle sensor to control a DC motor that sets the desired steering 
angle (which varies between plus and minus 40 degrees, having a total range of 80 degrees).  An old ‘windscreen wiper’ 
motor was used to control the steering (Fig. 10(b)).  To save time and money, a small ‘ATV’ (All-Terrain-Vehicle) electric 
quad-bike toy for children (Fig. 10(a)) was purchased to use its wheels and body.  Its original manual throttle, brakes, 
battery pack, DC motor and speed controller were removed and replaced.  ‘Cowbot’ performed very well under remote 
control and provided good accelerations and high speeds, even on very bumpy, rough sandy surfaces full of deep holes [6].  
Due to the bigger wider wheels and larger motor, it was able to perform more responsively than the original ‘Robocow’ 
when tested on bumpy ground on a cutting-horse training site in Kingaroy, Queensland, showing speeds over 20 km/hr. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Fig. 10.  (a) Original quad-bike;  (b) Author and ‘Cowbot’ (without effigy);        (c) John Billingsley & Arnaud Esteve in field tests 
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5. Conclusions 
    Although the ‘Railcow’ and ‘Cowbot’ designs examined in this paper are not yet perfect ‘commercially ready’ products, 
they represent evolutionary steps towards realizing such goals.  A lightweight, more powerful battery-powered ‘Railcow 2’ 
design appears to offer big improvements in reliability, performance and responsiveness over the original rail-powered 
‘Railcow’ design, which suffers loss of power on corroded sections of the track and poor acceleration rates due to excessive 
weight and an undersized drive motor.  As a ‘proof of concept’ prototype vehicle, ‘Cowbot’ succeeded in overcoming the 
many mechanical problems and limitations of ‘Robocow’, especially when driving over rough bumpy ground and hole-
covered surfaces.  One of the disadvantages of the ‘Cowbot’ mechanical design is it cannot ‘rotate on the spot’, therefore, a 
new 4-wheeled robot (employing differential tank-like steering or ‘skid steering’, a bigger motor and wider wheels) will be 
developed and built in the near future (to be called ‘Cowbot 2’).  Such a mobile robot has excellent potential for becoming 
an easy-to-use, convenient, agile and reliable tool for challenging powerful competition horses and providing rigorous 
training for ‘Cutting’ and ‘Campdrafting’ events. 
    Such a mobile robot could also be used as a ‘general purpose’ robotic cart or wheelbarrow to help farmers with on-the-job 
transportation tasks.  They can also be programmed to work cooperatively to perform a variety of useful jobs, such as 
automatic animal feeding, soil tilling, seed planting, efficient spot watering or irrigation, fertilizer distribution and crop 
harvesting, if equipped with appropriate tools.  Mobile robots can be used in a wide variety of practical applications in rural 
areas, especially those requiring some form of repetitive activity or motion control.  It is, indeed, very exciting to see more 
and more field robots, mechatronics and robotic engineering technologies being used in real-world farming and animal 
management applications. 
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